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1. INTRODUCTION 
Assume for the moment that G is an arbitrary finite group with aBN- 
pair. Let W be the Weyl group of G and let B be a Bore1 subgroup ofG. 
Assume that W has rank n, and whose set of fundamental generating 
involutions is {w, ,..., w,}. If R= (1, 2,..., n} and if JC R, let W, be the 
parabolic subgroup ofW generated by the involutions wj, JoJ. Let G, be 
the parabolic subgroup G,= B W,B. To facilitate the r mainder of the dis- 
cussion, we let X stand for either ofthe groups W or G, with parabolic sub- 
groups X, Jc R. If i E R, let XCi) = X 
subgroup ofX. 
R ~ (,), a maximal proper parabolic 
Define the simplicial complex 0 as that having vertex set 
{xX”‘: x E X, iE R} and decree that afinite set of vertices b  asimplex if
and only if the intersection of thecorresponding cosets i nonempty. Thus 
if X= W, 0 is the Coxeter complex; ifX= G, 8 is the Tits complex. If Jr R 
define the truncated complex BJ to be the subcomplex of 0spanned bythe 
vertices of the form xX(‘), x EX, j E J. Note that 8, is an r-dimensional sim- 
plicial complex, where r= 1 Jl - 1. 
For any simplicial complex A, let R,(A) denote the ith reduced 
homology space of A, with coefficients n therational field Q.We adopt 
the usual convention that i_ 1(4) = Q, where q5 is the empty complex. 
In terms of our notation, Solomon [ 121 proved that if n B 2 then 
Ai(0)=O, O<i<n-2, and fi,-,(e)g @Q (t summands), where 
t = [X,: X, n w,X,w,] and wR is the longest word in W. Solomon’s result 
was generalized by Bromwich [3] (see also Bjorner [l] and Surowski 
[ 141) as follows. 
(1.1) THEOREM. JfIJIa2, then fii(O,)=O, O<idIJI--2. 
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Now let L E R be arbitrary and let 1 c, be the permutation character of
X, induced from the parabolic subgroup X,. Fix JG R and let xJ be the 
character of X afforded bythe X-module A,( 0,) Y = IJI - 1. Let K = R - J. 
By (1.1) together with the Hopf trace formula, one has 
xJ= c (-l)‘L-K’lX 
XL’ 
KEL 
(1.2) 
In its most general form, the problem we would like to solve is the 
following: that of constructing rreducible X-submodules of fi,(Q,) which 
afford the irreducible constituents of xJ. At the level of the characters them- 
selves, this decomposition has been obtained explicitly by Stanley [131 for 
groups of types A,, B, or C,. Stanley’s work is important to our own, as 
will become apparant in Section 2. In the present paper we shall produce a
solution tothe decomposition problem in the following case. Let X be of 
type B, (or C,) with Dynkin diagram labelled asbelow: 
0 . . 
1 2 n-1 zy (1.3) 
and let J= Jk = (k, k+ l,..., n}.We shall see in Section 2 (cf. (2.3)) that 
each X-module fi, _k(O,) is multiplicity free, having k irreducible con- 
stituents. Moreover, if k# k’, J’ = Jkc, then A, ~ k (0,) and 8, _ k, (fl,) share 
no common irreducible constituents; cf.(2.5). Consequently, by (2.3), 
we will have explicitly constructed $z(n + 1) pairwise nonisomorphic 
X-modules. 
In passing, wemention that he decomposition ofA,-, (0,) can be used 
to obtain explicitly modules affording the irreducible constituents of xK, 
where K = R -J. To this end, assume first that A4 is any irreducible X- 
module. Using Curtis’ truncation operation [S], one can introduce into 8a 
coefficient sys em 4, corresponding to M. In [S] Deligne and Lusztig 
proved that all nontrivial homology of 8, with coefficients in A, 
accumulates inthe top dimension. By the Hopf trace formula this implies 
that he character afforded byH,-, (0; A) is the dual, in the sense of [S], 
to that afforded byA. Finally b [S, (1.7)] together with [ll, Theorem 23 
we conclude that xK is the dual, in the above sense of xJ. Therefore if&J 
affords an irreducible constituent ofxJ then H,-, (0; JZ) affords an 
irreducible constituent of xK. 
In order to effect a decomposition offi,(e,), r = lJ[ - 1, we introduce the 
X-endomorphism algebra EJ = End, (A,. (0,)). The problem of constructing 
irreducible constituents of fi,(O,) can be solved by constructing the 
corresponding primitive idempotents inE,. The correspondence is that if 
TE EJ is a primitive idempotent, then Tfi,(O,) is the corresponding 
irreducible submodule. In the specific cases under construction, the fact 
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that Rr(t9,) ismultiplicity free guarantees that EJ is commutative. Next, let 
1 ,<i<k<n, set J= J, as above, and set L(i) = {i, i+ l,..., n - k + i}. Note 
that IJtij 1 = n - k + i. Define Ecij = Hom,(H,(B,), fi,(e,,,)), and note that 
Eti, is a right E,-module. In Section 2 we shall show how Stanley’s results 
in [ 131 guarantee that 
is a composition series for E, (cf. (2.9)). As a result, not only is EJ com- 
mutative semisimple, itis Q-split. Furthermore the assignments TH trace 
(T, EC,,) - trace (T, EC,- i)), 1 < i < k, T E E,, define the k distinct algebra 
homomorphisms (i.e., theirreducible characters) EJ + Q. 
In Section 3 we consider the general problem of calculating theprimitive 
idempotents ina commutative semisimple, Q-split algebra. Of course, ifE 
is such an algebra with bases (T, ,..., T, ,}, {T; ,..., rm}dual with respect to
some nondegenerate symmetric associative bilinear form on E, then by [7, 
Proposition 9.173, knowledge of the values of the irreducible characters of 
E at the elements T,,..., T, , can be used to construct the primitive idem- 
potents. In the present situation, however, we shall be working with abasis 
such that no dual basis eems readily available. However, we will manage 
to calculate the irreducible character values at one of the basis elements T, 
and at the same time discover that E, is spanned by the powers of T. This 
implies that E,g Q[Z]/(f(Z)), hw ere Z is indeterminate over Q, and 
wheref(Z) is the minimal polynomial of T (and therefore splits into kdis- 
tinct linear factors). The point of Section 3 is to give explicit recipes (cf. 
(3.2)) for the primitive idempotents ofsuch algebras, in terms of the powers 
of a generator. 
Section 4 can be regarded as the entire paper in microcosm. We shall 
effect the decomposition in case X= W, the Weyl group. Even though this 
section (save for Lemma 4.12) will be subsumed by Sections 5 and 6, the 
constructions in this case are vastly simpler and deserve special treatment. 
Sections 5 and 6 treat the case in which X is quite general. 
Most of Section 4 and virtually allof Section 5 deal with finding an 
explicit basis for each of the E,-modules EC,,, 1< i < k. Let r = n - k and let 
C,( ) denote the rth chain module functor, with rational coefficients. If 
T: C, (0,) + C,(t?,,,,) is any X-equivariant morphism, then by (2.7) the 
restriction T[fi, (0,) factors through fi,(e,,), i.e., there is always a com- 
mutative diagram 
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The trick then is to find morphisms C,(Q,) -+ C, (d,,,,) which when restric- 
ted to fi,(e,) comprise abasis for Eci,. Interms of these bases the requisite 
trace calculations aremade, in Section 4 for the case X= W, and in Sec- 
tion 6 for the general case. In turn, the results ofSection 3 provide the 
resulting constructions of the primitive idempotents. 
The remaining two sections are included as appendices, and are merely 
support sections whose inclusion i the main text would cloud the 
exposition. I  Appendix I we prove that fi,(0,) isa cyclic X-module, 
Y= 1JI - 1 (cf. (A.I.14)). In so doing we have made no assumptions on the 
type of X. Thus this result may be of independent interest. Finally, Appen- 
dix II contains some technical results whose proofs require explicit descrip- 
tions of the root systems of types A,-, and B, (see (A.II.2) and (A.II.3)). 
2. DESCENT SETS 
By a partition we mean a sequence c( = (~1,) CI~,..., a,) of integers 
cc, 3 ~1~ 2 ... > tl, > 0. If C cl; = m, we call CI a partition of m and write 
ltll = m. If CI = (cur ,..., c( ) is a partition, we shall call a plane partition of 
shape c1 any left-justified planararray of m distinct positive integers having 
r rows and aj entries ineach row, and such that he entries increase along 
each row and column. For example, if c1= (2,2, 1) then the arrays 
12 17 23 
34 68 57 
5 9 8 
are all plane partitions f hape c(. 
A double partition s simply an ordered pair (M, /I) of partitions. If 
1x1 + I/II -m, we call(cc, fl)a double partition of m.If (a, fl) is a double par- 
tition f m, then a double standard Young tableau (DSYT) is an ordered 
pair (n,, rc2) of plane partitions f hapes ~1, /I, respectively, and such that 
{ 1, 2,..., m} = n, u rc2 (disjoint u ion). Finally, the descent set D(n,, n2) of 
the DSYT (z,, 7~~) is defined by 
D(rr, , rcz) = {i: iand i + 1 both appear in the same 
partition x,, and i + 1 appears in a lower ow than i) 
u {i: iappears in rci and i + 1 appears in rc2, or 
i=nandnappearsinn,}. 
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For example, the DSYT 
136 25 
4 79 
8 
has descent set { 1, 3,4,6,7}, whereas the DSYT 
139 46 
2 57 
8 
has descent set { 1, 3,4,6, 7,9}. 
Now let n> 1 be a fixed integer and let W be the Weyl group of type B,, 
with Dynkin diagram labelled asin (1.3). Asis well known, the irreducible 
characters of W are in a natural bijective correspondence with the double 
partitions f n(see, e.g., [9]), If (a, /I) is a double partition of , denote by 
{tl; p} the corresponding irreducible character. Let JZ R, with 
corresponding parabolic subgroup W,. The following two results are due 
to Stanley [13, (6.2), (6.4)]. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. The multiplicity of (a; p} in the permutation 
character 1 gJis equal to the number of DSYT of shape (CC, /?) having descent 
set contained in R-J. 
Let xJ be the character of(1.2) when X= W. 
(2.2) THEOREM. The multiplicity of {a;fi} in xJ is equal to the number 
of DSYT of shape (a, p) having descent set equal to J. 
To simplify our notation, we write (a;‘, ol;*,..., C(F) for the partition con- 
sisting ofe, c(,‘s followed bye, q’s, and so forth. We have 
(2.3) COROLLARY. Let J= {k, k+ l,..., n}.Then 
k-l 
xJ= c {k-i, lnPk;i}. 
i=O 
In particular, xJ ismultiplicity free.
Proof. A little thought reveals that he only DSYT with descent set J 
are of the form 
481/103/l-22 
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i+ 1 i+2...k 12...i, 
k+l 
k+2 
n 
Because of the correspondence between the irreducible constituents of 1; 
and the irreducible characters of W (see [6]), we infer from (2.3) the 
following corollaries. 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let X, 8, be as in Section 1, J= {k, k+ l,..., n).
Then E = End, (fi, _ k (0,)) is commutative. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. Let J be as above, let k # k’, and set 
J’= {k’, k’+ l,..., n}.Then ffnpk(O,) and pn_,,(8,) share no common 
irreducible constituents. 
Let k be fixed, 1 <k <n and let 1 6 i < k. As in Section 1, we set 
J,,,= {i, i+ l,..., n-k+i}. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let 0 <j< k- 1, and let (x,, x2) be a DSYT of shape 
(k-j, l”-k;j).Zf0(71,,nZ)~J~i, thenj>k-iand(7c,,n,) isoftheform 
h+l h+2...i 12...h m+l m+2...n, 
i+ 1 
i+2 
m 
where h=i+j-k, m=n-k+i. 
ProojI Simply observe that if (rcr, cJ is any DSYT of shape (k-j, 
lnPk;j) then (O(rcr, 7c2)( an-k+ 1. Thus, if D(rc,, rc2)s JciI it follows that 
D(n,, x2) =Jci). The rest is routine. 
Let C,_,(8j,z,) be the “top” chain module for Q,,,,, and note that 
C, ~ k (O,,,,) affords the character 1 $,, where K= R - Jci). From (2.1), (2.2), 
and (2.6) we obtain 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Let T: <n _ k (0,) + C, _ k ((!I,,,,) be an X-equivariant 
morphism. Then T( R” ~ k (0,) E H, ~ k (e,,,,). 
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If we set B~i,=HomX(2i,-,(8,), I? -,(e,,)), we get 
(2.8) COROLLARY. dim,& = i. 
(2.9) COROLLARY. E = E,,, 3 E,,- ,) I> . . * 2 EC,, 2 E,,, = 0 is a com- 
position series for E. 
(2.10) COROLLARY. E is a commuiati~e, semisimple, Q-split algebra. 
3. PRIMITIVE IDEMPOTENT~ IN A COMMUTATIVE 
S~MISIMPLE Q-SPLIT ALGEBRA 
Let E be a commutative, semisimple, Q-split algebra of finite dimension 
k. Thus there are k distinct algebra homomorphisms ai: E + Q, 1~ i< k, 
Let x E E and let #I, ..., j3be the distinct numbers occurring amongst the 
values clj(x). Then the linear transformation E--t E given by multiplication 
by x has minimal polynomial (Z- pi) *. 1(Z-p,), where Z is indeter- 
minate over Q. From this it follows that E is spanned by the powers of x if 
and only if r= k. When this is the case, we obtain an isomorphism 
EZ Q[Z]/(f(Z)), where f(Z) is the minimal polynomial of x. 
Since Q is an infinite fi ld, wesee that he above situation obtains; thus 
we identify E with the algebra Q[Z]/(f(Z)), wheref(Z) is a polynomial of 
degree k having k distinct rational roots. Let these roots be p,,..., pk and 
let TEE be the residue of the indeterminate Z. Thus the assignments 
a,( 2”) =/Ii extend to give algebra homomorphisms ai: E + Q, 1~ id k. We 
wish to determine the k distinct primitive idempotents e,,..., ek explicitly as 
Q-linear combinations 
k-l 
ei= 1 a,Tj, l<iik. 
j=o 
Let ( , ) be the truce form on E, i.e., (a, b) = trace(ab), theoperator 
ab: E --, E being multiplication by ab. We assume that the indexing is 
arranged so that E,(ei) = 6, (Kronecker 6). The idempotents are charac- 
terized by the formulas (e,, x} = a,(x), x E E. Thus if ei = e = C aj Tj, we 
have equations (e, Tj) = aj (Tj) = /3j, where fl= fii. On the other hand, we 
have 
k-1 k-l 
<e, Tj) = trace 
( 
1 a,,, 1”“+’ 
m=O > 
=mICoam “ii, P::+jy 
0 <j< k - 1. Thus we have a system of k linear equations in the 
k unknowns a, ,..., a& I. In matrix form we can express this as CA = B, 
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where A = [a,, ..., ak-,]‘, B= [l, /? ,..., /?-‘I’ and C= [c,,,], with 
C #I” =c:=, BT+“, O<m, n<k-1. 
By Cramer’s rule we obtain the solutions a,= det C’“‘/det C, where 
C’“’ = [c!$], and 
c(“) = 
i 
cm 
ifn#s 
mn 
B” if n= s. 
Let V= V(/?i ,..., Pk)be the Vandermonde matrix V= [a,,], where u,, =&, 
O<q<k- 1, 1 <p<k. Set v=v(/?i ,..., Pk)=det F’=ni,,(fii-/3,). We 
have C= V’V and so det C=V~=~,,~ (pi-/?,)‘. Next, C’“‘= V’v’ where 
I/‘= [v&l, and 
’ i 
p;r ifq#s 
VPY = 6 
ar q = s. 
Therefore det C’“’ = ( - l)S+i+ ’udet I/” where P”’ is the (k-l)-by- 
(k - 1) matrix 
In general, if1 d t d k and 0 d s d k - 1, and if b, ,..., b, are rational num- 
bers, define the matrix W,, = W,,(b, ..., b,)by setting 
and set w,,(bl ,..., b,)=det W,,(b, ..., b,). Therefore det v” = w,+,(fii ,..., 
pi,..., Bk), where “ A” means delete the argument underneath. 
Now let cr,(b, ,..., b,)be the rth elementary symmetric polynomial in 
6, ,..., b,. 
(3.1) LEMMA. wst(bl ,..., 6,)= v(b, ..., b,)o,-s(bl ,..., b,). 
ProoJ If we multiply the first column of W,, by by and subtract this 
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from the appropriate column (i.e., the column containing by), 
s + 1 6 m <k - 1, there results he equation 
W,I=(62-bl)...(bl-bl)Cw,-,,,-,(b,,...,b,) 
+ b, w,,t- 1 (b,..., b,)l, 
where wSt = w,, (b, ..., b,). The result now follows easily b induction t. 
It follows, therefore that the coefficient a, of T’ in the expansion 
e=e,=Ca,T”, is given by 
u,=(-l)“+i+‘v(P1 ,..., Bi, ..  bk) ok-s- 1 (81,..., bi,..., fik) 
5 
v(P 1 Y...> bk) 
(3.2) 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF fi,-,(0,),X= W 
Let X= W= W( B,) with Dynkin diagram as in (1.3). Let k be a fixed 
integer, 1 6 k d n, and set J= {k, k+ l,..., n} K= R - J.. Define G to be the 
simplex (W”‘:~E J}. Thus we may regard CJ as a generator for the W- 
module C,-,(e,). Note that he stabilizer in W of 0 is precisely W,. Now 
let 1 < i < k, set Jcij = {i, i+ l,..., n-k+i}, and set Kc,,=R-J,j,. Denote 
by a(,) the simplex {Wj’:j~ Jci,}, regarded as an element of Cn-k(OJ,,J. 
The stabilizer in W of a(,) is W,,,. 
For any w E W we may define a W-equivariant map S,: C,- k (0,) +
C, - k (e,,,) bythe recipe 
&(Yo)=Y 1 XWO(i)> 
XE w, 
y E W. Our particular choices for w shall be as follows. First, if1 d m Q n, 
0 < r < m, define the elements 
w(,)=w,w,+l”‘w,w,~l”’ m, W 
W(m,r)=W(,)W(,-l)“‘W(,-,+I), 
where we agree that We,, 0j = 1. If L is any subset of R, define wL to be the 
longest word in W,, relative to the length function 1 on W. In particular, 
set Li= {i+ 1, i+ 2 ,..., n - 1 }, Lk = {k+ 1, k + 2 ,..., n - l}, and set 
Ui=WLkWL. Finally, define W-equivariant morphisms Si, :C, _ k (6,) +
C, - k (e,,) by setting 
YEW, ObrGi. 
Sir(Ya)=Y 1 xw(i,r)vio(i)9 (4.1) 
XE w, 
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Set Eci, = Hom,(fi,-,(0,), R P,(d,,z,)), 16 i6 k, and set E= ECkJ, the 
W-endomorphism algebra of fin ~k (0,). As we observed in (2.7), each W- 
morphism Si, Itf, ~ k (0,) factors through pn _ k ( 8,3,); call the resulting map- 
ping T,,. For simplicity, set T, = T,,, 0< r < k, and set T = T, . The remain- 
der of this ection revolves around proving the following two assertions: 
{ Tie 2Ti, )...> T,i~ I} is a basis for ECj,. (4.2) 
If rsi: E -+ Q, 1 < i < k, are the distinct algebra homomorphisms, 
then (re-index if necessary) ui(T) = (k - l)! (k - 2i). (4.3) 
To render the above constructions le s austere, we may invoke the 
familiar geometric realization of the Coxeter complex 8. First, we identify 
W with the group Z, { Sym(n) of “signed” permutations of the set 
{ 1, L..., n}, via w;t-+(i,i+l), ldidn-1, and w,H(-n). Note that if 
1 < m Q n, IV(,) H (-m). Define the simplicial complex A to have as vertex 
set { + 1, +2,..., LIZ} and simplexes (iI,..., i,}where Ii, 1# Ii, 1whenever 
r# s. Note that W acts on A as a group of simplicial automorphisms. If
A’ = Sd(A) is the first barycentric subdivision ofA, we map 8 + A’ via 
IV@‘) H { w( 1 ),..., w(i)} E A’. This map is a W-equivariant simplicial 
isomorphism. 
We now identify B with A’ via the above isomorphism. Thus if (T is the 
simplex (W”‘:je J} defined above, then 0 is identified with the “flag” 
a=[{l,2 ,..., k}~{l,2 ,..., k,k+l}~ ... ~{1,2 ,..., n}], 
and crcij = (WCiJ:j~ .I,,,} is identified with the flag 
uci) = [ { 1, 2 ,..., i} G { 1, 2 ,..., i, i+ 1 } 
c ... c (1, 2,..., n-k+i}]. -
Since the permutation vi = wL) wL, has the effect i+mHk+m, 
1 6 m d n - k, we set ci = uiu~,) and infer that 
a,=[{1,2 ,..., i}E{l,2 ,..., i,k+l} 
c . . . c ( 1, 2 ,..., i, k+ l,..., m } 1. -
Note that the stabilizer in W of Us is the (nonparabolic) subgroup 
generated by the elements wj, 1 <j< i- 1, i + 1 <j,< k - 1, together with 
the elements We,), i+ 1 <m dk. 
For any subset L E R, define the elements 5, and sL of the group algebra 
Q W, by setting 
5r.= c w, EL= 1 (-1)““‘W. 
WE WL WE w, 
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Note that if w E W,, then w<,=<~=~~w and WE~=(-~)‘(“‘)E~=E~W. 
Define the element z= E~(T, and let HJ be the W-submodule of Cnmk (0,) 
generated byz. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. H, = A,, _ k (0,). 
Proof. Note first hat there is an isomorphism of W-modules 
C,-,(6,) + Q Wt, given by aa H atK, a E Q W. This restricts to an 
isomorphism 
By [ 11, bottom of p. 226, together with Lemma 123, we have that 
QWEAK, and hence H, both afford the character of(1.2). On the other 
hand, this character isafforded by A,-,(0,). By (2.7) we infer that 
H.,= fin-,(&,). 
We remark that even though we have used the special structure ofJ, 
together with Stanley’s results o prove (4.4), the result is true quite 
generally. A general version of (4.4) will appear in Appendix I (see 
(A.I.14)). 
The next few results are rather technical, butseem necessary inproving 
(4.2). We begin by defining elements V, of QW, inductively, as follows. 
Set V,=l, V,=l+wi, and in general, set I’,,,=l+Vm-lw,, 
1 <m<k- 1. Note that rK= V,_,V,P,... V,. The following two bits of 
notation will be in force for the remainder of this ection: 
R=K-(k-l}, w(i) = w k-lWk-2”‘Wj’ 
where we agree that wck) = 1. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let 16 i < k, 0 <r < i. 
(a) &,~,W(i,,)ai=&~Vk-2’.’ vi-lw(i)vi-l”’ V1w(j,r)ai. 
(b) vi--r+ 1 <j<i then 
&.lVkL2 ... vj~lwv- ... vlw(ir)o. J 1 1 1 
= -EJSK’w(i- l,r- 1)W (i)ai+&JVk-22.’ vj-*w(j-l)vj-z-. VIW(i,r)op 
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(c) rfl djbi-r, then 
EJVk-2..  If-1 w(j)v. J-1 . v, w(i,r,o’i 
= EJ<K’W(i& l,r) w(‘)(T, + EJ vk ..- 2 ’ ’ ’ v, 2 
Proof: We have 
w,i- “V 
J-2 . . . v, w(,.r)g,. 
=E,5K’W(j,r)~i+EJVk~ZWk~, Vkp2”’ V,w(,,,a[. (4.6) 
We may assume that i < k since otherwise assertion (a) has no content. 
Therefore, 
EJCi= -EJWck,Oi= -EJfSi, (4.7) 
since i< k implies that w(,) stabilizes ci. Thus sJrri = 0. Since sJ commutes 
with both tK, and w(,,,), we infer that E~~~w,~,~)cT~=O. If i k- 1 we are 
finished. Otherwise continue the argument by replacing Vke2 by 
1 + V,- 3 wk _ 2 in the second term of (4.6). This yields the two terms 
EJ(K,Wk-,W(i,,fJ.i+E JkZk3kl v ~ v _ W _ Wk-2vk-3”’ vlW,,,,)fJ;. 
Since i< k - 1, wk- i centralizes wci,,) andstabilizes ci. Using (4.7) we con- 
clude that sJrK.wk-, wci,rlrri = 0. Continue in this fashion, eventually 
reaching conclusion (a). 
For parts (b) and (c), we have 
&J vk-2 
. . . vj/jlw(j)v.- 
I 1 . . . v, W(i,r)C, 
=&JrK’W(j)W(i,r)(Ti+&JVk~2... vj~zw(‘-‘)vj_,.~~ v,W(i,r)g.r 
If i-r+l,<j<i, then w(~)w~,,~)=w~,~w~,~,,,~,~w’~‘. If l<jdi-r, then 
w(j)w 
(17) = w(i- 1.r) w(j). Since w+ri= w%,, and since &JWck) = -eJ, con- 
clusions (b) and (c) follow. 
Recall that we have set z = E~(T, which by (4.4) is in fi,, ~ k(0,). 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. Let 1 < i < k, 0 < r < i, and set S, = T,,. Then 
S,z=(i-r)~~~~~~~~~,,~~w”~a~-rr~,~~w~,~,,,~,,w~’~o~. 
Proof We have 
S,Z=&J~KW(;,r)~j=&JVk~2”’ v;-~d’)vj&,“’ v1w(,,)a, 
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where to obtain the final two equalities we used (4.5)(b) r times and 
(4.5)(c) (i - r) times, respectively. 
(4.9) COROLLARY. Assume the same notation asin (4.8). Then 
si= - i i Siem. 
0 m=lm 
Proof. For notational simplicity, set a,=&J5K’~~i--,r)w(i)aj, 
0 < r < i - 1. We shall prove by induction t that 
I . 
’ 
c(> m=Q m 
Siemz=- f (i-t)ai-,+I. 
0 
(4.10) 
If t = 0, this is exactly (4.8) with r = i. If t > 0, we have 
I 
c() 
i SiMrnZZ (f’
t?l=O m 
m~Q($s~,r+(&si,z 
=-- 
( ) 
i (i-t+l)ai-r 
t-l 
+(f) taip,-(:)cit)ai-t-1 
= - : 
0 
(i-t)aim,-,. 
This proves (4.10). Finally, by(4.4) z is a generator for R,, _k (0,). Thus, set 
t = i in (4.10) and conclude (4.9). 
In preparation for the next lemma we record the following easily proved 
fact. Namely, 
w m w(j) = w(i)w, + ,, j<m<k-2. (4.11) 
Also, we define lements y, E W, 0 < r d i- 1, by setting y, = w(‘)ui, 
y, = w(‘-‘)w(~) yr- l, r B 1. 
(4.12) LEMMA. Let O<r<i- 1. Then y, and W(i-l,r~Wci)Vi are in the 
same ( WC, W&-double coset. 
Proof Let 1 <s < r; we shall prove that 
WK’W(i-~,r-s+tl)Xs-l WK,,j= WK’W(i-s- l,r- s)& wK,,)’ (4.13) 
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Indeed, 
WK’Wci--s,r--s+~)Xs-j Wq,)= WK’W~i-s-l,r-.s))V(i-.,)Ks-l WK,f) 
= WK’W(i--s-l,r-S)W(k-l) 
x wk-2” wi-sxs- 1 Kc,,,. 
We have 
x,_1 WK,,)=W(~-~+‘)WW(k)...w~~-~)W(k)W’~)uiWK,,) 
==w 
(i-s+ I) 
W(k). . . w 
(i- 1) W(QW(‘)Wj-,UjWK(,) 
=w 
(i-s) 
wCk)w 
(i-x+2) 
W(k) ’ w 
(i-l) w(k)w~ibjwK~,). 
Now apply (4.11) toinfer that 
wk-2 “’ wi-3x*-I wKc,, 
= w(j-s)w(j-s+~)w 
(k) ” ’ w 
(i-l) 
W(k)W% Kq,) 
=W (i--“)n,-, W&,. 
Therefore, 
proving (4.13). Finally, byrepeated application of (4.13) we have 
wK’w(i--L.)w% w I Kc,) = wK’w(i- 1.r) YO wKtIj 
= WK’W(i-2,r-l)Yl wK(,, 
= ..* 
= WK Yr w/q,,. 
We need one final preparatory result before proving (4.2). 
(4.14) LEMMA. Let uj be the minimal ength element in the double coset 
WKVi wK,,). Then u,c(~) = Bi. 
Proof. Since vi E WLL, we infer that ui=xvi y, where XE W,, L= (i-t 1, 
i+ 2,..., k- l}, and y E W,,. Since WKCt, stabilizes bCjj and since WL 
stabilizes ci, the result follows. 
(4.15) PROPOSITION. Let l<i<k, andset S,=T,, Odr<i-1. Then 
{SO ,..., Si-I} is a basis for ECj,. 
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Proof. We shall prove that if 0< r < i - 1, then S,z is not in the Q-span 
of { S,z ,..., S,-iz}. Define elements x, E W, 0 <s 6 i - 1, by setting 
xo = w(i)u, x = w(‘-s) I? s wck)x,- 1,s> 1, where ui is as in (4.14). By (4.8), 
(4.12) and (4.14), wehave 
Set L = J u R and invoke (A.II.3) toinfer that no linear combination of 
SOz,..., S,-1z can involve the term wLx,c(;). Furthermore (A.II.3)(a) 
guarantees that he coefficient of w~x,~(~) inS,; is (i - r)( - l)r(wJ) # 0.The 
result follows. 
We turn now to the task of proving (4.3). Inlight of (2.9) the principal 
task is that of calculating thetrace of T on the E-module Eci,, 1< i < k. 
Since z= sJa is a generator for the cyclic module R,-,(d,), we need only 
calculate (S, T) z as a linear combination of SOz,..., Sip 1z, where S, = Tjr, 
O<r<i- 1. We have 
S,n= Sr(EJSKw(k)a) =EJtlKW(k)tKW(i,r)ai 
= (k - l)!.s,t, i W(m,w(i,l,ai=(k-l)!EJ(A+B+C), 
m=l 
where 
A = </( -2 W(m)W(i,r)ai, 
Assume that 1 <m < i-r. Since w(,) is the conjugate of wciP,) by 
and since m <j< i-r - 1 implies that wjai= ai, and 
(m)W(i,r)ai= tKw(z,r+l) a,. Therefore 
(k-l)!e,A=(k-l)!(i-r)S,+,z. 
In an entirely similar fashion, we obtain 
(k-l)!c,B=(k- l)!rS,P1z, 
(k- l)!s,C= (k- l)!(k-i) S,z. 
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In other words, 
S,T=(k-l)!(rS,._,+(k-i)S,+(i-r)S,+,), (4.16) 
o<r<i--1. 
Formula (4.16) (together with (4.9)) iso course, all we really need en f 
route to proving (4.3). However, we would like to interject that similar, but 
somewhat more complicated, calculations yield recipes for the products 
S, Tj, 0 < r < i - 1, 0 <<j < k - 1. For the curious we summarize the results 
below. 
(4.17) THEOREM. Let ldi<k<n, O<r<i-1, O<j,<k-1, and set 
S, = T,,, Tj = Tkl. Then 
S,Tj=j!(k-jY $,,, (.,!h)(i;r)(;I;) Sr-,+h+m 
If we now apply (4.16) and (4.9) we obtain (4.18) 
(4.18) PROPOSITION. The truce of Ton Eti, is (k-l)!(k-i-l)i. 
Finally, werecord (4.3) as 
(4.19) THEOREM. The assignements TH (k - l)!(k - 24 determine the 
k distinct algebra homomorphisms E + Q. 
Proof Recall by (2.9) that he k algebra homomorphisms are given by 
q(x) = trace(x, E,,,) - trace(x, ECi_ ,,), 
x~E, 16i6k. From (4.18) we conclude that a,(T)=(k-l)!(k-2i). 
Finally, asi #j implies that q(T) # ocj( T)we conclude that E is spanned by 
the powers of T. 
(4.20) COROLLARY. Let ej be the primitive idempotent in E 
corresponding to the algebra homomorphism ai: E -+ Q, and set 
pi= (k - l)!(k-2i), 1 <i< k. Then ei= C a,T”, where a, is given by the 
right-hand si e of (3.2). 
Let Mkj = eiBn -,(0,) be the irreducible submodule of A,,-, (6,) deter- 
mined by the primitive idempotent ei, where e, is as in (4.20). In terms of 
the notation of Section 2, we have 
(4.21) THEOREM. Mki affords the character {i,l”- kk - i}, 1< i < k <n. 
Proof: This follows from (2.6). 
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Of particular interest are the so-called reflection c mpound characters 
z(“‘) ofW, 0 <m < n. If 71 denotes the character ofthe natural represen- 
tation of W on the n-dimensional Euclidean space I’, then rcCm) is the 
irreducible character afforded by A “I’. In terms of the present notation, 
we have nCm)= { 1”; n-m}. The following recovers our work in [15], at 
least in the Weyl group case. 
(4.22) COROLLARY. Zf 1 <k <n, Mki affords 7&n ~k+‘). 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF Rn,_,(e,), GENERAL CASE 
In this ection we allow X to be either the group G or its Weyl group W. 
We retain the notation of Section 4, which for convenience, w  summarize 
below. Fix the integer k,1 < k < n, let 1 d i < k and set 
J= {k, k+ l,..., n} Jti, = {i, i+ l,..., n-k + i}, 
K=R-J, K(i) = R - J(i), K’=K-{k-l}, 
w(,)=w,w,+~“‘w,w,_,“‘w,, ldm<n, 
w(,,,)=w(,)w(,-I)“‘W(,-.+I), O<r<m, 
di)=wk-~wk~~'-wj, 1 <j<k, 
wL = longest word in W,, L E R, 
L,={i+l,i+2 ,..., n-l>, L,= (k+ 1, k+2 ,..., n- l}, 
ui = minimal ength element in W, w Lk w L, WK,,, , 
0 = (x”‘:jE J} E e,, IT(~) = {X”‘:~E J,,,} E eJ,,,, 
E(i)=HOmx(%k(eJ), fin-k(eJ,,)))9 E= Eck,. 
We shall define certain elements of ECi, in terms of the so-called Hecke 
algebra of X, relative to the Bore1 subgroup Y= A’,. To this end, let w E W, 
and define a,,, E QX by setting 
a,=lYI-’ 1 x. 
XE YWY 
Other useful notation includes 
a, = a Wr’ rER 
a(,) = aw,m,, a(m,r)=a(,)a(,-l)...a(,-,+l), O<r<m<n, 
a"'=ak&lak-2"~aj, 1 <j<k. 
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We define the Hecke algebra X = X(X, Y) to be the subalgebra ofQX 
generated bythe elements a,, WE W. Note that if X= W, then X is simply 
the group algebra Q W. In the general case, the Bruhat decomposition ofX 
shows that X has Q-basis (a,: w E W}. 
IfwEW,defineindw=[Y:YnwYw-‘];ifw=w,rER,setq,=indw,. 
Since Yww’Y = Yw Y. Yw’ Y whenever E(ww’) = 1(w) + l(w’), itfollows that 
ind is multiplicative n that ind(ww’) = (ind w)(ind w’) whenever 
I(ww’) = I(w) + [(w’). Note finally that q, = q2 = . . . = qn-, since the 
corresponding volutions i  W are conjugate. 
The multiplicative structure of ~8 is determined by the formulas 
i 
a n’rn’ 
if l(w,w) = Z(w) + 1 
a,a, =
4raw,w +(qr-l)aw ifl(w,w)=I(w)- 1, 
w E W, r E R, (cf. [2, Exercises 22 and 241). 
(5.1) 
(5.2) LEMMA. rf w E W, r E R, and if w,w = ww,, then in 2, 
araw, = a,a,. 
Proof: If l(w, w) = l(w) + 1, the result is clear, by (5.1). Thus, assume 
that I(w,w)=I(w)- 1.We have, using (5.1), 
araw, = at 4+ = qrawsrwz + (qr - 1) 4a,,w. 
= q,a,.,+ + (q, - 1) a, = a,,,,af = a,,.a,. 
The following useful lemma is an easy consequence of(5.1) and (5.2). 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let 1 <j, m < n. 
(a) Ifj>m or ifj<m- 1, then aja,,,=aC,,aj. 
(b) ajaw = qja(j+ l)aj + (qj- 1) a(j). 
Cc) aja(j+l)=q,-'(a(j)aj-(qj-l)a(j)). 
If L c R, define 
tL= 1 a,, tJ= c (- l)““‘(ind w)-‘a,.. 
WE WL WE WL 
Easy calculations show that if w E W,, then awcL = (ind w) 5, = tLaw and 
awEL = (- 1)‘(w)~, = ELaw. Next, define the A’-equivariant morphisms 
S, : C, - J 0,) -+ C, _ k (e,,,) bysetting 
Sir(Xfl)=XS~a(i,,)~i, (5.4) 
where x E X, 0 d r d U, cr,. = a,aCj,. From (2.7), each mapping above, when 
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restricted to A, _ k (e,), factors through A, --k (0,J; denote by 
r, : fi, _k (0,) + fi,, ~ k(e,,) the resulting mapping. 
As in Section 4, we need to establish two key results: 
{ T,O, Y,, ..., T,,+ 1 } is a basis for EC;,. (5.5) 
If ai: E + Q are the distinct algebra homomorphisms, then (re- 
index if necessary) (5.6) 
Note that if X= W then qi= 1, 1 d id n and so (5.6) subsumes 
Theorem 4.19. We shall denote the remainder of the present section to 
proving (5.5). The proof of (5.6) is relegated toSection 6. 
The following lemma will prove useful incalculations. 
(5.7) LEMMA. Ifl<j<i-1 or z$i+l<jdk-1, then aiai=qjai. 
Proof Set v= wLKwL,, and let j be as above. In Section 4 we learned 
that wjv WK,,, = v W,,, = ui WKCij, and so u;’ wJui EW, ,,,. Thus, for some 
w E W,,,, we have wjui= uiw. By definition of ui we have I(wiui) = l(ui) + 1, 
which implies that w E w, for some meKCi,. Furthermore, itis clear that 
m # 12. Thus 
ajai = aj%,g(i) = aw,u,o(i) = au,w,~(i) 
= a,%~(;) = 4mau,o(i, = 4jai3 
where we have used the facts that qm = qj and that a,aCi, = qmaCij. 
(5.8) LEMMA. Zf 1 < i< k, then eJai= 0. 
Proof: We require the result (A.II.2) from Appendix II which says that 
U;=WkWk+~“‘W,~,W, where w is centralized by w, and where 
l(u;) = n - k + Z(w). Thus, 
sJai = EJa,,aC,, = EJakak +1 . . . a, _ 1 a,aCi, 
= (- l)n-keJawaCiJ = (- l)n--k+ l&JanawaCij 
=(-I)“- k+ ‘EJawanaCiJ 
=qn(-ly-k+l 
&.r%a(i)= -4n&~%,a(i)= -wJai. 
Since qn # 0, we infer that sJai = 0, as required. 
In analogy with Section 4 we define elements V, of 2. 0 < m <k - 1, by 
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setting V,=Z, V, =Z+a,, and in general, V, = I+ V, _ , a,,. Note that 
cK= VkP, V,_,... V,. The analogue of (4.5) is 
(5.9) LEMMA. Let 1 < id k, 0 d r d i, and set q = q,. 
(a) EJrKa(i,r,~i=&JVk-,... Vip,a”,V,-,... V,a(,,,,a,. 
(b) Ifi-r+ 1 <j<i, then 
EJVk-2 ... V--,a(‘,V.-,~.. V1aci,,oi J J 
z-q 
k-j 
~.d+q- I.r- lla(i)a, 
+&Jvk-2”’ vjp2u(ip’)vj-2”’ vlu(i,,)ci. 
(c) Ifl<j<i--r, then 
EJVk-2 ... V.p,a(j,V.- ... V,aci,,oi .I J ’ 
= 4 
i&-2r 
&,lfca(ip ,,,p(‘)o, 
+c,Vkp2... Vj-2a(i-1,Vj-2... Vlaci,rjd,. 
Proof: Consider first assertion (a). We have 
EJtKa(j,r)ai=EJ(z+ vk-2akLl) vk-2”’ Vla(i,r)or 
(5.10) 
=EJSK’a(i,,)oi+EJVk-2ak~I vk-2”’ Vla(r,r)oi. 
We may assume that i< k since otherwise (a) is vacuously true. Using (5.8) 
together with the fact hat a, commutes with both sK’ and a(,,,,, we infer 
that he first term of (5.10) is zero. If i= k - 1 we are finished. Otherwise 
we continue by replacing V,~ 2 by Z+ Vk _ 3ak ~ 2 in the second term of 
(5.10), thereby obtaining the two terms 
Since i<k- 1, akpl commutes with a(,,) by (5.2); by (5.7) ak_loi=qoi. 
Thus, as above cJtK’ak- laci,,,~i=O. Continue in this fashion, eventually 
reaching conclusion (a). 
For parts (b) and (c), we have 
cJVke2... Vjpla(‘,Y,_,..~ V1aci,r,bi 
=~~S~,a(~,a(~,~)~~+&~I/k~~... Vj-za(i-l,Vjpz*.. V,ac,,,cri. 
If i-r- 1 <j<i, then by (5.2), 
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If i = k then a(‘) = I and 
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(k,r)ok= CJtKa(k)a(k- I,r- I)a(i)ok 
= -&JtK’a(k- I,r- #)fl, = -q 
k-j 
&.dK’a(k- 1.r I)Ok? 
and so conclusion (b) is reached in this case. Thus we may assume that 
i < k. In this case we use (5.3)(b) and (5.7) to get 
c&a(j)aci,,,ai 
= qi-‘&J<Ka(‘+ yqa(,+ 1) ai+(q-l)a(i))a(i-,,,~,)ai 
=4 
i-j+ IE”ltK’a(i+ l)ac;+ l)a(,- l,r- l)u;ai 
+ (q - 1) qL-‘&J~Ka(i,r)a(‘+ ‘+TI.
Since a(‘+ ‘)a, = q k-i-1~,, and since sJ commutes with acrr, and tK’, we use 
(5.8) to infer that he second term above is zero. Now redeat he argument, 
eventually reaching the conclusion 
E&a(J)a(i,r)(Ti = q k-j EJ<K’a(k)a(i- I,r- l)“(i)~; 
= -qkpJEJ(K.U(i- I,~- ~)a(‘)a,, 
and so assertion (b) follows. Finally, assume that 1 Gj < i - r. In this case 
we have 
Use (5.3)(c) to obtain 
a,- I... ai-ra(i,r)oi 
=qr(a(*-l)a,-l -(q-l)a(,~,,)~..(a(,-.,a,~.-(q--1)a(,~.,)a, 
= q-‘a(;- l,r)(Tj. 
Since a”’ commutes with a+ I,rjr we obtain 
E,~K’a%(i,r)(Ti= qi~‘-*‘&&~a(i_ ,,,)a%i, 
and so assertion (c) is correct. 
Now set z= &,a; by (A.I.14) z is a generator for the X-module A,-,(O,). 
We have the following analogue of (4.8). 
481/103.‘1-23 
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(5.1 I) PROPOSITION. Let 1 6 i < k, 0 6 r 6 i. Set S, = T, und 4 = 41. 
Then 
S,Z=q-‘(1 +q+ “’ +q’-r~‘)EJSK’U(i~,,,,U”‘ai 
-qkPi(l +q+ ..’ +q’-l)EJ~K’U(i-l,,~I,a”‘aj. 
Proof: By (5.9)(a) we have 
s z=&JVk-,‘.. V;-,a(‘)V._ r , I .. V,U(,,)U”b I’ 
Next, apply (5.9)(b), (c)to obtain 
S,Z= -qkPi(l +q+ “’ +qr-‘)EJ4K’U(i~I,r--,,U”‘aj 
+ qpr( 1+ 4 + “’ + q’-‘-I) EJrK’Clci- I,,)U(‘)ai. 
(5.12) COROLLARY. Assume the same notation usin (5.11). Then 
s;= i q4m:‘) ; Siem, 
m=l [I 9
where 
1 
(qi-l)(ql-q)...(qi-qm-I) 
i [I = (f- wm-4)-+r-9m-‘) 
lfS> 
my i 
0 
g-q= 
m 
(Gaussian coefficients). 
Proof: For notational simplicity, set GI, = EJtK.U(i-- ,,,)U(‘)Ci, 
0 6 r 6 i - 1. We shall prove by induction t that 
i 4 “k-p;‘) 1 . SiemZ 
m=O [I m4
=- q(f+l)k--i-(‘~‘)(l +q+ . . . +q’-‘-l )[I : ~i-t-l, 9 
If r = 0, this is exactly (5.11) with r = i. If t > 0 we have 
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=- qtk-‘-G)(l +q+ *‘* +qi-1) r!l [ .I ai- I 4 
i 
+q’k-(‘:l)-i+f(l+q+ . . . +qt-l) t [I ai-t 4 
-,(t+l)k-i--(‘~‘)(1 +q+ ,.. +qi-t-l) ’ 
[‘I * 4 
Cli--r-l, 
since (1 +q+ ..* +qi-‘)[,Ll]q=(l+q+ ..* +qrpl)[flq. To complete 
the proof of (5.12), set t = i and recall that z is a generator for fi,-, (0,). 
We are now in a position toprove (5.5). 
(5.13) PROPOSITION. Let l<igk, andset S,=T,,, O<r<i-1. Then 
{sO, sI,***, si-l} is a basis for Eci,. 
Proof As in the proof of (4.15), define elements x, E W inductively, by 
setting x,, = w(‘)ui and x, = w(~-‘)w~~~x,_, , 1 < r < i- 1. By (4.12), (4.14), 
and (A.II.3)(a) we infer that x, is the minimal length element in the double 
coset WJuK’~~i~l,r)~(i)~iWK,,,. By (A.II.4) we have Z(W~~-,,,~W(‘)U,)= 
l(w+ I,rJ + Z(w”‘) + l(u,), and so if w = w+ l,r, wCi)ui, then a, = 
aCiP ,,,,a”‘~~,. We conclude therefore, that 
EJ5K’ax,b(i) = BrEJSK’a(j- I,r)U(i)au,o(j)v (5.14) 
where PI is some nonzero integer. As in the proof of (4.15) we shall prove 
that if 06 rQ i- 1, then S,z is not in the Q-span of (L&z,..., S,- z}. If 
s -C r, then from (5.11) together with (5.14) we have 
for suitable nonzero integers /?i, B:- r . If L = J u K’ then (A.II.3) implies 
that no linear combination f &z,..., S - , z can involve the term WLX,q(i). 
But from (A.II.3)(a), we infer that he coefficient of wLx,qCij n~~<~a~,cr(~) 
is nonzero. The result follows. 
6. PROOF OF (5.6) 
Because of (2.9) our principle task is that of calculating thetrace of Ton 
the E module EC,,, 16 i< k. As in section 5,we set S, = Ti,, 0< r < i - 1. 
We have by (5.4) that 
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For any subset L c R, set 
We set q=qj=indwi, l$jbn-1, and t=q,=indw,. Using (Xl), (5.2) 
and the fact hat w E W, implies that <,+z~, = (ind w) gK, we get 
Therefore (6.1) now reads 
(S,T)z= PK’EJSK(u(k)+q-‘a(k_l)+ ... +qpckpl)u(,)) 
(6.2) 
=PK&,(A+B+C), 
where 
A = 5K C q~(k~m)u(~)u(i,r)bj~ 
m=l 
B= rK i: q-(k-m)u(,)u(i.,,~,, 
m=i--r+l 
c= (K i: q-(~-m~u(m~a~,,,,cr;. 
m=r+l 
(6.3) LEMMA. Notation us above. Then 
A=q- (k--i+r)(l +q+ ... +q’-‘-‘) SKa(i,r+,,Or, 
B=q- (k--i)(l +q+ ... +qrp’) ~Ku~i,u( ,-,, ._,]6,, 
c=(l +q+ “’ +qkAipl) tKu(k)a(j.r)o;. 
Proof: We have, using (5.2) and (5.7), that 
A=q~~k~i~r~~~uci,~~(a,,,,~+q~lu,,~,+,,+ ... +qp(iprp*)uc,,)ai 
=4 
-. (k--i+r) 
t;KU~i,r)(a(i,,)+ui-r~la(,-., 
+ ... +a, “‘Ui-,-,U(iprj) 0; 
=4 -‘k-‘+“(l+q+ ... +qi~r-‘)4Ku(r,r+,)~i. 
The formulas for B and C are obtained in an entirely similar fashion. 
(6.4) LEMMA. Zf i< k then 
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ProoJ: Assume lirst hat k= n. From (A.II.2)(a) we have that 
w,ui = uiw, and so by (5.2) 
u(n)o; = u,uu,a(;) = uu,a(,)a(;) = tuu,a(;) = ta;. 
Since uCkJ commutes with a(,,,) when i < k, we obtain (6.4) in case k= n. 
Next, assume that k<n, Using (A.II.2) together with (5.3)(b) wehave 
EJSKa(k)u(i,~)oi=EJSKu(i,r)u(k)uk “’ unpluwa(i) 
=EJ~,u(i,,)~~uku(k,~I)+ (q- 1) u(k))uk+l”‘un-lu,a(i) 
=q&J5~a(i,,)~k~(k+,)~k+,“‘U,-1U,o(i) 
+ (-1)“-“-‘(4- 1) EJSK”~i,r)u(k)uw~(i). 
But since k < n, we get 
where we have used the fact hat a, commutes with a(,,,), uCk), and a,, and 
un~(,) = to(;). Therefore 
Repeated application of the above argument yields 
EJSKa(k)u(i,r)bi=qn-k&J5Ka(i,r)ukak+ 1 ““n- l”(n)uwa(i) 
=4 npktEJ5Ku(i,r)oi9 
as required. 
(6.5) LEMMA. We have 
‘JSK”fi)‘(i- l,r- I)‘;= 4 
2(k - i) 
EJtK”fk)u(i- 1,~~ l)a(‘)C’i 
k-l 
+4 n+k-i-‘t(q-l) C q-i&,5:,U(i,r)~j 
j=r 
Proof: If i 6 j < k - 1 we have 
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If we iterate he above, we get 
= Z(k-il 
4 EJSK”fk)u(ip l,r- l)“kp 1 ” ‘UjOi+ (q- 1) 
k-- 1 
xcs 
2(j-i)+ 1, 
(I+l)“(j)u(i-l,r-l)u~-l “’ ui”i. (6.6) 
j-i 
Next, 
‘JtK’(j+ l)“(j)u(j- l,r- l)“j- 1 ” ’ UiCi 
= 9’-jEJtKu(j+ l)“(i,r)ui 
= 2(k-j+ l)+i-j 
4 EJtK”(k)a(i,r)ai 
= 4 2(k-j+1)+i~iq~~ktBJ~Ku(i,r)ui, 
where in the last equality, we have used (6.4). Insert this result into (6.6) 
and obtain (6.5). 
The following observation, whose simple proof we omit, will be useful. 
(6.7) LEMMA. Let j d m < h < n. Then 
ujaj+ I ~"aha,=a,,,ujuj+,~~~uh, 
and 
%n”huh- 1 ~~~u,=uhah~,~~~ujum,,. 
(6.8) LEMMA. We have 
+4 2(n+r--l)--k--tEJSKu(i,,_l)~i+q2(n--)~’t(q- 1) 
n-k-l 
X C (-q)~i~J~~~k”‘~k+j~(j-~,~~~)~“‘~~ 
j=O 
n-k-1 
-q(q-l) c (-q)jEJtKak”‘u k+j”(k+,+ l)“(iL l,r- l)a(‘)oi. 
j=O 
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Proof. First, one calculates hat 
=4 
n-k 
&~~~ak”‘U~-lU~U~-l”~aka(i-,,~-l)a(”~i 
n-k-l 
+(q+l) c qjEJ~Kak”‘uk+j-la(k+j)u(k+j+l) 
j=O 
x‘,k+j”’ aka(j- l,r- l)a(‘)aj. (6.9) 
Next, by (5.3)(b) wehave 
&J<@k ’ ’ ’ a k+j~l”(k+j)u(k+j+l)~k+j*‘*~k~(~-l,,-l)~(i)~i 
= -qEJt,&“‘a (0 k+j”(k+j+l)uk+j-l”‘uku(i-l,~~l)u O‘i 
- (4 - 1) &J<K”(k)a(i- l,r- l)a(‘)fJi 
(6.10) 
where we have used Lemma 6.7 jtimes. Finally, one calculates hat 
&.dKake” a,-la~a,-l”‘aka(i-l,,-l)a 
(“Oi 
= qi-k(t- 1) EJ<Ka(i,r)CTi + qn-ktEJtKU(i- l,r- l)U(‘)ai 
n-k-1 
+qnpkplt(q-l) 1 (-q)-i&J~~ak”‘ak+ju(i_l,,_l)u’i’oi 
j=O 
=qi-k(t- 1)&,5Ka(i,,)ai+q”+2(‘~1)-‘ifEJrKU(r,r-1)(Ti 
n-k-l 
+q”- k-lt(q-l) 1 (-q)-jak”.ak+ju(i~,,~-,)a(‘)oi. (6.11) 
j=O 
Combine (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) toobtain (6.8). 
We require one more lemma in preparation for proving (5.6). 
(6.12) LEMMA. Let 0 <j < n - k - 1. Then each of the expressions 
(a) EJ(iKak’-’ a k+ja(i- I,~- ,,a%. I9 
(b) &,eKak”’ a k+ja(k+,+ i)a(i- I,~- lp(i)ai 
is a multiple ofzJtKaCi- 1 I- IIa%. I. 
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ProoJ From the factorization 5, = I’,-, VkP 2 . . . V, , together with 
V,=Z+ Vm-,a,, we get 
&Jr KQk . . . ak + 1 a(i I,r I )a(% 
= eJtK’ak..  ak+jU(i- I,,- ,)U”‘Oj 
k-l 
+ 1 &,~K’~(k~m’~k.‘.~k+j~(,~,,,~,,a”’o, 
m=l 
=(--l)j+l 
&Jtrcaci- I,~- ~)a 
qJi 
k-l 
+ c &,~~~(k-“‘ak~~~ak+ja(,~,,,~,,a”‘~i. 
WI=1 
If 1 dmdk-i, then 
&,~,,~(k~m)~k.“~k+j~(,_ ,,r- ,)d%, 
= EJtjKa (k-M)~k~(i)~k+~...~k+ja(;_,,,~,,aj 
= &J~K’aka’i’a k a(k-m+ ‘)a k+l”‘a k+ja(i- I,r- 1)6~, 
where we have used (6.7). This last expression equals 
-&J~~,~(‘)~k~k+~“‘~,+j~(,~,,,~,,~’k-”+”~j 
=- m--l 
4 
&J<Ka(i’ak”‘a k+ja(i- l,r- l)Oi, 
by (5.7). Next, we use (A.II.2) to write 
where w centralizes w,,and use (6.7) to obtain 
&J(Ka(i’ak”. a k+j”(iGl,r- l)O; 
=(-l)i&J~K’a”‘a(~-,,,~,)ak”‘a~+j~k+j+~”’a,~, a, a(i) 
= (- l)‘q&,~&z% (1 .- l,r-l)“k”‘u k+j- 1akij-h 1 "'a,-lU,O(i) 
+ (- l)‘(q- 1) E,5&Z(i~,,r~i)(i4ri. 
The first term is a multiple of 
&J&Z%(i- l,r-l)“k”’ ak+j- lawa( 
Since 1 d m d k - i, there is nothing to prove unless i< k. Note that if 
k=n, then ak...ak+j-, a,~(~, = (T,. and so the above expression is equal to 
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E~~~u~~_~,~-,,,u(“~~. If k<n, then a, commutes with lK,, a(‘), u(~~,,~- ,), 
uk”‘uk+j-1 and a,. Furthermore, i < k implies that u,oCi, = toCij and so 
Therefore, sJt;K.u2(i)a .- _ a ...a k+j- law’J(i)=O. 
Next, if k- i+ 1 <*rn’z k’!- !, we use (5.7) and (6.7) to obtain 
&J~K’~(k--m)~k~~~~k+j~(j~‘,r~‘)~(’)~, 
= E,r&l (k - mju k 
u(i)u 
k+l”‘” k+j”(i- l,r- l)Oi 
= k-i-m 
4 E.d,rf (k~m)~k~(k~m)~k+l”‘~k+j~(j_l,~_l)~i 
k-i-m = _ 
4 EJ~K~ (k-mi(lk~‘k~“+l)~k+‘...~~+,~~(~~’,,~’)~~ 
= -q~l&J~~~(k~m)~k~~‘~k+j~(j_,,~_~)~’i’~~~ 
Therefore, sJ[Kq(k--m)& ... uk+ju(i& I,r- i)u%, = 0. This concludes the 
proof that each expression f type (a) in (6.12) is a multiple of 
~,<~a(~~ l,r- i)~(‘)~~. The proof that each expression of type (b) is also such 
a multiple is entirely similar. 
We are finally ina position toprove (5.6). From (5.4) together with 
(6.2), (6.5) we have 
P~,‘S,Tz=q’-k-‘(l +q+ ... +q’-‘-‘) s,+,z 
+q%[(l +q+ ... +qk-ip’) 
+ (qk-i- l)(l +q+ ... +ql-l)] s,z 
+qk-i(l +q+ ... + qr- ‘) EJ&ZfkjU(.- _ U”‘fJ. I 1,r 1) I. 
Next, use (6.8) and (6.12) together with (5.11) toobtain 
EJ~,&)“(,- l,r- l)“(i)ai 
‘4 i-k[q”-k(t- l)-(q- l)(q”-k- l)] s,z 
r-1 
+ C bjsjz, 
j=O 
(6.14) 
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for suitable constants fi,. From (5.12), (6.13), and (6.14) one calculates hat 
the trace of Pi.’ T on Eci, is given by the recipe 
trace(P,‘T,E(,,)= --i+iqnpkt(l+q+ ... +qkpf-‘) 
+(qn-it-qn-k+l)[l+(l+q)+ ... +(l+q+ ... +qip2)]. 
Therefore 
trace(P,’ T,E,,,) - trace(P,’ T,EC;,) 
= -1 +q”-kt(l +q+ ... +qkpipl) 
-4 +k+‘(l+q+ . . . +qi-2), 
proving the validity of(5.6). 
APPENDIX I: CYCLIC GENERATION OFI?(@,) 
In this ection weallow the group X to be quite general, i.e., wemake no 
assumptions onthe type of its Weyl group W. Let R parametrize the set of 
fundamental involutions a dfix JG R. Let d be the simplex {X?j E .J>, 
regarded as an element of the X-module C,,, _ I (0,). We set z = E~(T, and set 
A(0,) = A,,, _I (0,). The aim of this ection isto prove that zE fi(0,) and 
that il(0,) = QXz, i.e., that ti(0,) is a cyclic X-module, with generator z.
The first assertion is ot difficult to prove. 
(A.I.l) LEMMA. We have zE &O,). 
Proof First, set z0 = C( - l)‘(“‘)~, where the sum is taken over the 
elements wE W,. First, weshall prove that z0 E R(0,). To do this it suffices 
to prove that az, = 0, where 8: C,,, ~ 1 (f3,) + C,,, ~ z (0,) is the boundary 
map. Since 8is X-equivariant, and since aa involves terms of the form 
J, = J- { j,}, j, E J, we need only check that C( - 1 )““‘wa, = 0. But 
wjoa, = a,,; therefore 
1 ( - 1 )‘(W)wo,, = 1 ( - 1 )‘(W’)W’(Q - aJo) = 0, 
where the right-hand sum is over a left coset representatives for (wi,) in 
W,. Therefore z0E W(0,). Next, if Y is the Bore1 subgroup X,, we have 
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5@%=IyI-’ c yEYY 1 (-1)““‘w~ 
WE w, 
=lYI-’ c (-1)““’ c ywa 
WE WJ YE y 
= 1 YI -z c ( - 1)““’ 1 ywy’a. 
WE w, Y,Y’ E y 
Since 
1 ywy’ = 1 YI -*(ind w)-‘a,, 
Y,Y' E Y 
we infer that 
r+z,, = 1 (- l)““‘(ind w))‘a,(~ = E/C = z. 
WE w, 
Since &z, E fl(tI,), we are finished. 
We turn ow to the task of proving that zis a cyclic generator ffi(6,). 
We pause to acknowledge that most of arguments in the remainder of this 
section are merely simple generalizations of corresponding arguments in 
Solomon’s paper [ 111. Let HJ s A(0,) be the X-submodule generated byz. 
(A.I.2) LEMMA. The map az- acllK, a E QX, K = R-J, determines 
an isomorphism of X-modules HJ + QXE~<~. 
Proof This is immediate since the map aaw atK determines an 
isomorphism of X-modules C,,, _ I (0,) + QX<,. 
(A.I.3) LEMMA. Let J, LGR. Zf JnL## then E~<~=O=C~E~. 
Proof: Let Jo Jn L and let D be the set of minimal length right coset 
representatives for ( wi) in W,. Then 
EJSL =E.#+ aj) 1 U,=(EJ-EJ) 1 U,=o. 
WED WED 
Similarly, CL .sJ = 0. 
Define an involutory antiautomorphism *: QX+ QX by setting 
x*=x-1 XEX, and extending by linearity. Then * restricts to an 
involutory antiautomorphism ofthe Hecke algebra #, and a$ = a,-l, 
w E W. Deline the bilinear form F: X x X + Q by setting F(a, b) = coef- 
ficient of a, = Z in the expression of ab* as a linear combination f the basis 
elements a,, w E W. One easily checks that F is a positive d finite bilinear 
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form on 2. Moreover, if aE X with a* = a, then right multiplication by a 
is a self-adjoint l ear transformation on &‘, with respect toF. Therefore, if 
uR denotes right multiplication by a, then uR is semisimple, and so 
ker(u2,) = ker(u,). 
Exactly as in [ 11, Lemmas 2 and 31 we have the following two lemmas. 
(AI.4) LEMMA. If UE Y? and u(<~E~)* = 0, then &J&K= 0, where 
K=R-J, 
(A.I.5) LEMMA. Let L s R. Then the sum 
is direct. 
Now let Cp be a root system for W with I7c @ the set of fundamental 
roots. Corresponding to 17 we have the set of positive roots @+ and the set 
of negative roots @-. If JG R we have the root system @,c 0 for W,, with 
fundamental roots I7, = n n QJ. Define subsets D J, E, E W as follows: D J 
consists ofthose w E W such that w(ZZ,) G @+, and E, consists ofthose 
w E D, such that ~(17,~ J) c F. By definition, 
D,= u EJ (disjoint u ion). 
KGJER 
The following is Lemma 9 of [ 111. 
(A.I.6) LEMMA. Let JG R, K= R -J, and let wK be the longest word in 
W,. If w E E, then wwK E D, and l(w) = l(ww,) + l(wK). 
(A.I.7) LEMMA. Let JG R, K= R-J, and let {c(w): w EE,} be a set of 
rational numbers. Let p be a nonnegative integer. Then 
wFE, dw) %v’tJEK = (- l)‘(wK) wFEJ c(w) a,+ C d(v) a, 
“E w 
4WWK) > p I(WWK) =P QU)>P 
for suitable rational numbers d(v). 
Proof If we call [, the left-hand side of the above alledged quality, we
have 
i, = & c c (- l)“““‘(ind w”)-‘c(w) a,u,~u,,,.~. 
W’E WJ W”E WK 
&WWK) 2 P 
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Moreover, one has 
U,U,~U,.~ = b(w) Uwwrw” + c Nv)u, (A.I.8) 
“E w 
I(o) > I(ww’w~) 
for suitable constants b(w), b(u). We claim that if w E EJ and if /(WV,) = r, 
then 
Indeed, 
min{l(ww’w”): W’E IV,, wU E IV,) = r. 
f(ww’w”) 2 f(ww’) - f(w”) = f(w) + f(w’) - f(w”) 
= Z(ww,) + Z(wK) + Z(w’) - Z(w”) 2 Z(ww,) + Z(w’) 2 r. 
Note that equality obtains if and only if w’ = 1 and w” = wK. Thus from 
(A.I.8) weget 
lp = 1 (- l)‘C”K’(ind wK)-‘c(w) u,,u,~+ 1 b’(o) a, (A.I.9) 
w E E, DE w 
l(nwfo=p l(U)>P 
for suitable constants b’(u). Finally from (A.I.6) together with (5.1) we con- 
clude that if w E E, then 
%v%, = (ind wK) u,,+..~  c b”(u) a, 
“t w 
l(v) > I(WWK) 
for suitable constants b”(u). Insert this into (A.I.9) and obtain (A.I.7). 
(A.I.lO) COROLLARY. 2 = 1 X(JER_, (direct sum over JG R). 
ProoJ: We have, by (A.I.7) that 
lWj=dimZ> 1 dim%{ J&R-J3 1 lEJl= P,I =IW. 
JLR JER 
Thus all inequalities ar  equalities andthe result follows. 
(A.I.11) COROLLARY. Zf L E R, then 
QXL= c QXSSR-JSL (direct sum). 
LLJcR 
Proof. We have 
Q-CL= Qxxt;,= 1 QX JER-JSL= 1 QXSJER-JSL~ 
JLR LcJc_R 
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where for the last inequality wehave used (A.I.3). By (A.I.lO) the sum is 
direct. 
(A.I.12) COROLLARY. Let ll/J bethe character ofX afforded bythe left 
X-module QX&E~, K= R-J. Then 
ljJ= 1 (-l)‘L-J’$ 
JELER 
ProoJ: Let L E J and consider the surjective homomorphism 
QXtJs,+ QX<J~K{L given by right multiplication by Cr. If aE QX and if 
atJEKtL=O then O=atJEK{L{J, forcing O=a5J&K<J. But then 
0 = a(<,&,)*, soby (A.I.4) we have at JsK = 0. Thus QX< J~K E QX[ J~K<L. 
By (A.I.11) together with the fact hat QXgL affords the permutation 
character lgL,, we get 
LGJER 
By inclusion-exclusion, 
l/QJ= c (-1p-J’ l&. 
Jc_LcR 
(A.I.13) LEMMA. Let A = QX, and let a, bE A satisfy a*= a, b* = b. 
Then the left A-modules Aab and Aba are isomorphic. 
Proof: First, let xE A; we shall show that he characters afforded bythe 
left A-module Ax and by the right A-module xA agree. Since A is semisim- 
ple we may as well assume that x is contained insome minimal 2-sided 
ideal ZC A. Let A A and A, denote the left- and right regular A-modules, 
respectively. For any right A-module M, let M’ denote the left A-module 
Homp(M, Q). Since A is semisimple, A is a Frobenius algebra in that 
A A r A> (cf. [7, Proposition 9.81). Itfollows that if M is an irreducible left 
ideal of A, and if N is an irreducible right ideal of A, both contained inZ, 
then A4 r N’. In turn, it follows that since Ax, xA G Z, Ax z (xA)’ if and 
only if dim Ax = dim xA. Finally, let x,., xR: I+ Z denote the linear trans- 
formations given by xL ( y) = xy, xR ( y) = yx, y E I. Let xx: Z’ -+ I’ be the 
dual of xR. Then dim Ax = dim Ix = rank xR = rank xX = rank xL = 
dim xl= dim xA, where rank xX = rank xL follows from the fact hat A is a 
Frobenius algebra. 
Next, let 11/1 and ti2 be the characters of A afforded bythe left ideals Aab 
and Aba, respectively. We must show that I,/J, = e2. Let JI be the character 
of A afforded by the right A-module abA. By the above, we have I,+ = $, . 
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Let {b, ..., b,}be a basis for &A; thus {b:,..., b,*} is a basis for 
(~bA)*=Aba. If JJ~X and if biy=CCji(y)bj, then y;lbF=(b,y)*= 
Cc,(y)bj*. Therefore $(y)=C~~(y)=$,(y-‘). But Ic/* is afforded bya 
rational module and so $2(y-1)=$2(y)=$z(y). Thus $z(y)=~(y)= 
@I ( y) for all yE X, and so the result follows. 
We are now in a position toprove our main result. 
(A.I.14). THEOREM. @(II,) is a cyclic X-module with generator z = E~(T. 
Proof: By (A.I.2), (A.I.12), and (A.I.13) we have that H,= QXz is 
afforded bythe character 
XJZ 1 (-l)IL.-KIlX XL’ 
KELER 
where K= R- J. By [14], fi(O,) affords the same character. Since 
HJ E &O,), by (A.I.l ),the result follows. 
APPENDIX II: MISCELLANEA 
In this appendix we gather together and prove a few facts which were 
used in Sections 4,5 and 6. For the moment, assume that W is an arbitrary 
Weyl group whose fundamental involutions arew,, rE R. Let @ be the root 
system for W, with fundamental roots Z7c @. Relative to17 we have the 
sets of positive roots and negative roots @+ and C, respectively. If JG R 
we have the root system @,c CP for W, with fundamental roots 
U, = IZ n @,. The following lemma is simply a double coset version f [4, 
(2.5.8) and (2.5.9)]. 
(A.II.l). LEMMA. Zf K, L E R and if w E W, then there is a unique 
element u of minimal length inthe double coset W, w W,. Furthermore, u is
characterized by the conditions u(Z7,) E @+ and u-‘(Z7,) 5 CD+. 
To prove our first result, we shall need an explicit construction of the 
root system for the Weyl group of type A,- 1; cf. [4, p. 461. Let V be a 
Euclidean vector space of dimension , with orthonormal basis {el ,..., e,}. 
The root system for the Weyl group W = W(A, _ 1) can be taken to be 
@={e,-ei:i#j, l<i,j<n}. 
We identify W with the symmetric group S, via wj = (j,j + l), 1<j < n - 1. 
The action of W on @ is given by w(e, - ei) = e,,i, - e,Cj,. We take the set 
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of fundamental roots to be Z7={r,: l<j<n-l), where r,=e,-ej+,. 
Relative to17 we have 
@+ = {e,-e,: 1 <i<j<n}, 
@- = {e,-e,: 1 <j<i<n}. 
If JGR= (1, 2,..., n-l}, then 17,= {r,:jEJ}. 
Let WE W, and denote by Z(W) the length of W. By [4, (2.2.2)], Z(W) is the 
number of positive roots ent negative by w. In particular, the involution 
which maps i to n-i+ 1, 1 6 i6 n, is easily seen to map @+ to @-. 
Therefore, this involution is wR, the longest word in W. 
Now let 1 <k < n - 1, and define the subsets J, L E R by setting 
J={k,k+l,..., n-l}, L={l,2 ,..., n-k}. Let J’=J-{k}, R’=R- 
{n-l}. Th e o f11 owing was used repeatedly in Sections 5 and 6. 
(A.II.2) LEMMA. Let u he the minimal length element in 
W R--J~J’~R W,-,. Then 
(a) U=WkWk+~“‘W,_, w, where w E W,,, and 
(b) l(u)=n-k+/(w). 
Proof: Note that w~w~w~-~ E W,_,w,w, W,_,; we shall prove that 
u=wJ’wRwRPL. First, ifv=w~w~w~-~, we deduce that 
ifl<j<n-k 
ifn-k+ l<j<n, 
and so 
ifl<j<k 
ifk+ 1 <j<n. 
Therefore, ifjER-L, then n-k+ 1 <j<n and so v(rj)=u(ej-ej+i)= 
ej+k-n-ej+k-n+l=rj+kn E@+. If jER-J, then l<j<k-1 and so 
v-‘(rj)=v-‘(ej-ej+,)=ej+~-k-ej+~_k+,=rj+~~k~@+. By (A.II.l) 
we infer that u=v=wJ’wRwRPL, as claimed. Note furthermore, that if 
j<k, k+l<m, then u-‘(ej-em) =ej+n_k-ee,-k EC. Finally, if 
1 dj<m<k, or if k+ 1 <j<m<n, one checks that u-‘(e,-e,)E@+. It 
follows that l(u) = l(u-‘) = k(n - k). 
Next, set w=w,~~w,~~~~~w~u. Then l<j<n-1 implies that 
l<wP’(j)bn-1 and so WEW~,, proving assertion(a). If jck-1, 
k<m<n-1, then W~1(ej-em)=u~1(ej)-24u-‘(e,+,)=ej+n-k- 
e m+l-k E CD -. Similar calculations show that w - ‘(r )E @ + , for all remaining 
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positive roots r. Therefore, I(w) = (k ~ 1 )(n ~ k), from which it follows that 
Z(U) = n - k + Z(w), proving (b). 
For our next two results we require an explicit construction of the root 
system for the Weyl group IV= W(B,). We let {e,,..., e,} be as above, and 
take 
@= { feifej: 1 <i<j<n) u { +ei: 1 <idn}. 
The Weyl group W acts on @ through its identification as signed per- 
mutations; cf. Section 4. Thus, if w E W, we, = e,(,,, where we agree that 
r .= -rj, 1 <j< n. The fundamental roots ri are given by ri= ei- e,, 1, 
l&n- 1, and rn = e,. It follows that r E @J+ if and only if r = ei, 
1 <i<n, or r=ei+e,, 1 <i<jGn. 
Let 1 < id k < n and define subsets of R = { 1, 2,..., n} by setting 
J= {k, k+ l,..., n} JCiJ= {i, i+ l,..., n-k+i), K=R-J,K’=K-{k-l), 
Kci, = R - Jci), L = {i + l,..., n - 1 } and Lk = {k + l,..., n - 1 }. Let U, be the 
minimal ength element in the double coset WKwLrwL, WKf8,. Ifj 6 k we set 
w(A = w 
kLIWk-2 . . . wj and agree that w(k) = 1 Let wCj) be- the involution . 
which interchanges j and -j and fixes the remaining letters, 1 <j< n. 
Finally, define elements x,, 0 <s < i- 1, via x, = wCi)ui and 
x, = Mi(i--s)w,k)x,-, , 1 <s < i- 1. The following was used in Sections 4 
and 5. 
(A.II.3). LEMMA. (a) The element x,, 0 <s < i - 1 is the minimal ength 
element in W,, ti.x, W ,,. 
(b) Z(x,)>E(x,~,), 1 <s<i- 1. 
Proof: First, note that w(j) is the permutation represented by the cycle 
(k, k - l,..., j). Also the proof of (A.II.2) guarantees that 
u.(i+j)= JSk 
{ 
ifl<j<n-k 
J+k+i-n ifn-k+ 1 <j<n-i, 
-l(i+j)= j+i+n-k 
{ 
ifl<j<k--i 
‘i j+2i-k ifk-i+ 1 <j<n-i. 
From this, one calculates that 
‘i if 1 <j<i-s-2 
ei-s-l-ek ifj=i-.r- 1 
x, (rj) = 
rk-l ifj=i-s 
rk+i-j-s- I ifi-s+ 1 <j<i- 1 
rk+jpnps- I ifn-k+i+ 1 <j<n-1 
ek-s- 1 ifj=n, 
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if 1<j<i--s-2 
eips- 1 -en-k+i+l ifj=i-s- 1 
rn-kfl+s+l ifi-s<j<k-s-2 
x57 ’ ( ri) =
ei + e, ifj=k-s-1 
ri-jfk-s--l ifk-s<j<k-2 
ei-s--e,+l ifj =k 
rj-k+r ifk+l<j<n-1 
\ e n-k+i ifj=n. 
Since the above roots are all positive, w  infer (a). For (b), since wk ~, x, = 
wk-2wk-3”’ wi-swCk+- i, Since k - 2 ,..., i-SE K’, and since wCk) EW,, 
we infer from (a) that 
From this it follows immediately that I(x,) > l(x,_ ,) with equality only if 
k=i=n and s=O. But then u;=u,= 1, and so x,=1 and x, =w,-iw,. 
Thus Z(x,) > I(xO) and so (b) follows. 
Finally we require the following result, which was used in the proof of 
(5.13). 
(A.II.4) LEMMA. Let l<i<k<n and let O<rdi-1. Then 
lCw(i- I,r)W”‘Z4i)=l(w,,- 1.J + I( wy + 1( Uj). 
Proof We begin with ageneral observation. If w, u E W, it follows from 
the Matsumoto exchange condition (see, e.g., [lo, (3.7)] that 
/(WV) < I(w) + I(o) if and only if there xists j,1 <j< n such that w = w’wj, 
v = wjvt for suitable w’, v’ EW, and where l(w) = 1 + l(w’) and 
I(u) = 1 ‘+ l(v’). In turn, this implies that /(WV) < I(w) + I(u) if and only if 
there xists j,1 dj<n with w(rj), vpl(ri)~ @. We have 
~(w~~~w(i)~j)=~(wk~~~~~wj~j)=~(wk~~~~~wi)+~(~i). 
Set w=w kP i w($; by the above, we conclude that l(w,- ,w) = 1 + Z(w) if 
and only if w-‘(rk- i) E@+. An easy calculation reveals that w-‘(k- 1) = 
u,:‘(i) = i, w -‘(k)=u;‘(k)=n and so w-l(rk-l)=w-‘(ek-,-ek)= 
ei-e,, E@+. Thus 
I(W(‘)Ui) = 1 + I( Wk ~ , w%Q) = I( w(i)) + 1( Ui). 
Finally, let 0Q s < r we shall prove by induction s that 
I(w(i- 1 .)W(‘)Ui) = I(w(i- 1 s)) + /(WC’)) + I(U’) I . 
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The above work shows this to be true if s = 0. If s >O, we have 
w(i- 1,~)~ 
(0 
ui= w(i-s)w(i- l,s- 1) w(‘)ui. Thus, 
ICw(i- l,~)W(i)Ui)<Z(W(i-~))+Z(W(i-~,~-l)W(i)Ui) 
if and only if there xistsj, 1 <j<n with wCiP1)(rj)~ @- and wP1(rj)~ W 
where w = wCi- I,s-,)w(i)ui. Sincew ,,,(h)=h if h=m and w(,)(m)= -m, 
we infer that wCi_,,(rj) E CF if and only if j= i-s. But then s > 0 implies 
that w-‘(i-s)=i-s which already implies that w-~(~~_~)E@+. Thus, 
Z(W(i~~,~)w(i)U~)~Z(w(i-~))+z(w(~-~I,~-~)w(i)u~) 
=Z(W(i-,))+l(W(j-,,-,))+I(w”‘)+l(U) I 7 
by induction. An even easier argument shows that I(w(,_,,) + 
I(w,,- l,s- 1J= Z(wCi_ I,sJ and so (A.II.4) follows. 
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